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1. Introduction:  

 

The Action Chair and Vice Chair opened the meeting.  

 

2. Budget Reallocation:  

 

Clarisse informed the Core Group about the following details: 

- Publication of Anca Dohotariu on Elder Care project: they will use the money of the meeting in 

Bucharest for the publication in Manchester University Press, (a total of 7388€). It’s already voted 

by the CG by email. This publication will be co-funded by the Interdisciplinary Centre of Social 

Sciences of Portugal and the University of Bucharest as well.  

- Top Up opportunity: we will finally have a total of 25000€ (21739,13€ and 3260,87€ of indirect 

costs) instead of 30000€.  

- From this amount we will use a total of 5600€ for the Dissemination Conference Grants. It will 

be for the conference of Adriana Zaharijevic in Reykjavik 

 This item has been voted unanimously by the Core Group. Ellianna will contact Tamara soon for the 

launch of 5 Dissemination Conference Grants of 1120€ each. 

 

3. Upcoming meetings:  

 

- Keywords reader: they will finally organize a meeting in person on 20-21 July, instead of 11-12 

May, in Cologne. 

- Decolonizing empires: Organisation of the meeting in Utrecht on 7 and 8 September. 

- Women’s Intellectual History: Organisation of the meeting in Budapest on 11 and 12 September  

- Organisation of meeting in Raphael Samuel centre (London) on 12, 13, 14 and 15 September 

- Maybe add a meeting in Athens with 5 to 7 participants on early September with the remaining 

budget of the Top Up opportunity if it’s possible 

 

4. Communication and Dissemination:  

 

Elena Rizzi presented her project for the women researchers and innovators. Inspired by the COST 

live glob for the International day of women, Elena will realize a brochure on the Website of the action 

with tailor-made short abstracts and descriptions of the projects that address the theme more directly 

such as:  



 

 

 

 

 

Pirjo Markkola and Dominika Gruziel, “Religion, gender and social care”  

Isidora Grubački, “Women’s intellectual history, care, and social thought” 

Efi Avdela, Lindsey Earner-Byrne and Dimitra Lampropoulou, “Gendering the mixed economies of 

welfare: Ruptures and trajectories in post-war Europe”  

The Core Group found this idea excellent.  

 

5. Next steps calendar and votes:  

 

All the following items were voted and accepted unanimously: 

- The action will allocate a total of 5600€ from the Top-Up opportunity to the Conference 

Dissemination Grant 

- The remaining budget of the Top-Up opportunity will be used for the meetings of London and 

Athens on early September 

- The meeting of the Keywords Reader in Cologne will finally take place on 20-21 July. 

- The unspent budget of the GP4 will be allocated for the organization of the meetings, the Grants 

and Dissemination of the action as well. 

 

6. List of participants:  

 

Attendance: list of the attendance (Country & Member: alphabetic order)  

 (GR) AVDELA EFI 

 (FR) BERTHEZENE CLARISSE 

 (PT) COVA ANNE  

 (IT) DOWNS LAURA 

 (GR) FARAZI ELLIANNA 

 (FR) GIOMI FABIO 

 (IT) RIZZI ELENA 

 (NL) VAN DE LEEUWEN MARCO 

 


